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University, Baltimore, MarylandABSTRACT Cell migration plays a pivotal role in many physiologically important processes such as embryogenesis, wound-
healing, immune defense, and cancer metastasis. Although much effort has been directed toward motility of individual cells, the
mechanisms underpinning collective cell migration remain poorly understood. Here we develop a collective motility model that
incorporates cell mechanics and persistent random motions of individual cells to study coherent migratory motions in epithelial-
like monolayers. This model, in absence of any external chemical signals, is able to explain coordinate rotational motion seen in
systems ranging from two adherent cells to multicellular assemblies. We show that the competition between the active persistent
force and random polarization fluctuation is responsible for the robust rotation. Passive mechanical coupling between cells is
necessary but active chemical signaling between cells is not. The predicted angular motions also depend on the geometrical
shape of the underlying substrate: cells exhibit collective rotation on circular substrates, but display linear back-and-forth motion
on long and narrow substrates.INTRODUCTIONCell migration is a fundamental biological process in both
physiological and pathological situations (1–3). In the ca-
nonical model of single-cell migration, four integrated steps
are repeated: cell protrusion formation, formation of lead-
ing-edge adhesions, development of contractile forces, and
detachment of tailing edge adhesions (4). These motions
are governed by the polarization state of the cell, which con-
trols the migration direction. In contrast, during collective
migration, cells are physically and functionally connected
through cell-cell junctions, and hence, cell motility is also
coupled to the motions of neighbors (1,5–7). Collectively
migrating cells have been shown to form intriguing ordered
patterns (8–13), reminiscent of patterned motions seen in
actively propelled systems such as bird flocks, fish schools,
cytoskeletal bundles, and others (14–19). For example,
when Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells
in monolayer sheet collectively invade their neighboring
free space, the distribution of strain rate in the sheet behaves
as a wavelike pattern propagated from the leading edge (20).
Whether these collective motions are governed by mech-
anical or chemical signaling interactions or a combination
of the two is not known. In addition, when collective cell
movements are constrained by the environment, other novel
features can appear. It has been observed that MDCK
epithelial cells migrate with higher overall speed on narrow
strips than on wide ones (21). This indicates that the geom-
etry of the external environment also plays an important role
in the coherent motion of cells (22).Submitted April 24, 2014, and accepted for publication August 7, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/10/1532/10 $2.00Various experiments, some quite recent, found that clus-
ters of cells (from two to three to many) on circular two-
dimensional substrates can coherently rotate together in
absence of any external cues (23–27). When two or three
bovine capillary endothelial cells are confined on mm-
scale, circular or squared islands coated with fibronectin,
cells spontaneously break symmetry and rotate in a coordi-
nated fashion. This is in contrast with isolated cells in
open two-dimensional microenvironments where migration
is random. The rotational motion depends on the geomet-
rical shape of the substrate: coordinated rotation does not
take place when the islands are long and rectangular
(24,25), suggesting that cell-cell interaction and the geom-
etry of confinement are critical for cell rotation. Cell-cell
interaction and substrate geometry also influence the rota-
tional motions seen in a larger number of cells. When
MDCK cells with densities ranging from 800 to 10,000
cells per mm2 are seeded on circular fibronectin substrates,
larger-scale rotational motions involving tens to hundreds
of cells are also seen (26). Coherent rotational motions
of cells are not only responsible for tissue morphogenesis
but also related to the establishment of polarity of acini
and assembly of basement membrane in three-dimensional
tissues (25,28,29). Therefore, a mechanistic understand-
ing that incorporates cell mechanics, cell geometry, and
biochemical signaling is desirable. In 2013, a particle dy-
namics model was proposed to explain the rotation of two
cells (27). However, a unified model that can be general-
ized to systems with different sizes and cell numbers is
still unavailable.
In this article, we focus on developing a unified mech-
anical approach to describe collective cell rotation, ashttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.08.006
Collective Cell Migration 1533observed in previous experiments (24–26). We are espe-
cially interested in developing connections between macro-
scopic collective behavior with molecular-scale, single-cell
behavior. Therefore, the model incorporates single-cell ge-
ometry and mechanics. We consider single-cell mechanics
with cell elasticity, cell-cell adhesion, and cell contractility.
Cell polarization dynamics is introduced in the form of an
active persistence force and a random fluctuating force.
Therefore, our approach falls in between the continuum
collective motility approach of Lee and Wolgemuth (19)
and the propelled particle models of Szabo´ et al. (15), Pals-
son and Othmer (30), and Basan et al. (31). This minimal
geometric model is able to show that cells on confined sub-
strates will rotate together in a coherent manner, agreeing
with experiments. We discuss the roles of cell mechanical
properties and the geometry of the confined boundary in
the coherent rotation.THE MODEL
To capture essential shape and mechanical features of the
cell, we use Dirichlet domains to describe the cell geometry
in the monolayer (32). In this approach, a cell is represented
by a convex polygon labeled by a center ri. The cell shape is
defined by Voronoi tessellation (Fig. 1). Cells can exchange
neighbors and change their shape in response to deforming
forces without leaving gaps in the monolayer sheet. Because
at cellular length scales and timescales, the viscosity is high,
inertia can be neglected, therefore the motion of cells can be
described by
dri
dt
¼ 1
h

Fi;p þ Fi;a þ FR

; (1)
where ri is the position of the ith cell, and h is the frictional
coefficient (which may depend on the properties of substrate
and the relative velocity between cells, but here is taken as a
constant (Fig. 1)). Fi,p denotes the passive mechanical force
on the ith cell arising from cell deformation and cell-cell
adhesion interaction. Remaining two terms, Fi,a and FR
are active forces generated by the cell, and model two
important aspects of cell polarization dynamics.ri
rj
lj
cba
FRPassive force
For eukaryotic cells, cytoskeletal filaments such as actin,
microtubules, and intermediate filaments provide mechani-
cal rigidity to cells. In addition, cells control their volume
by controlling their water content (33). To initiate this, an
energy of the form Ei,v ¼ 1/2Kv(Ai – A0)2 is introduced to
account for cell volume/area elasticity, where Kv is a con-
stant that describes the resistance of cells to area/volume
changes, A0 denotes the preferred area of the cell, and Ai
is the current area of the ith cell (34). In addition, in a cell
monolayer, cell-cell adhesion energy contributes to the
cell shape. Multiple factors can potentially influence cell-
cell adhesion, for example, cell-cell junctions from cadherin
bonds. In the two-dimensional case, the array of cells with
minimal surface energy comprise the hexagonal lattice, in-
asmuch as that is where the total length of the cell bound-
aries is the shortest (34). Based on this, we introduce the
adhesion energy Ei,s ¼ 1/2Ks(ri – ri0)2 (35), where Ks is
the constant describing the adhesion strength and ri0 is the
geometric center of the cell. When the cell is completely
symmetrical, i.e., ri¼ ri0, the adhesion energy is minimized.
The total passive force can be derived using Fi,p¼v(Ei,vþ
Ei,s)/vri, which gives
Fi;p ¼ Kv
4
Xni
j¼ 1

ri  rj

ljri  rj þ
ri  rj vlj
vri

ðAi  A0Þ
 Ksðri  ri0Þ; (2)
where lj is the length of the interface between cell i and its
neighbor cell j. The value ni denotes the number of neigh-
bors surrounding the ith cell (see the Supporting Material
for details).Active force
In addition to passive cell mechanics, cells also actively
generate forces. Here we consider two kinds of active
forces: First, the cell exerts a force, Fi,a, in the form of
various types of protrusions in the polarization direction
and contractile forces along the cell boundary. The polariza-
tion direction is equivalent to the velocity direction forFp
Fa
FIGURE 1 (a) Cell shape in a confluent mono-
layer sheet. (b) Dirichlet description of cells. ri is
the position of the ith cell and rj denotes the positions
of neighboring cells surrounding the ith cell. lj is the
interface between the ith cell and its neighboring cell
j. (c) Passive and active forces both drive collective
cell migration. Fp is the passive force, which arises
from cell volume elasticity and cell-cell adhesion;
this force is cell-shape-dependent. Fa is the active
force, which arises from cell protrusions and contrac-
tions in the polarization direction. FR is the random
force, which describes fluctuations in the polariza-
tion direction. To see this figure in color, go online.
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larization direction is influenced by forces from cell neigh-
bors, or potentially from contact biochemical signaling.)
Second, the polarization direction of the cell, when there
is no external chemotactic cues, also undergoes random
orientational diffusion. FR is the random force that generates
this polarization diffusion. It satisfies hFRi ¼ 0 and
FR;aðtÞFR;bðt0Þ
 ¼ s2dðt  t0Þdab;
where s is an adjustable parameter characterizing theFIGURE 2 Comparison between the square of perimeter length and the
sum of neighbor distance squared. Here 100 cells are simulated and
sampled 10 times. We see that these quantities are linearly correlated, there-
fore approximate each other, except for a proportionality constant. To see
this figure in color, go online.magnitude of the polarization fluctuations. The values d(t)
and da,b are, respectively, Dirac’s and Kronecker’s d-func-
tions. Because cells migrate in a directed fashion over a
characteristic time required to disassemble and reassemble
cytoskeletal networks necessary for motility, the active
persistent force, Fi,a, is related to past velocities (polariza-
tion history) and the contractility of the cell,
Fi;a ¼ a
R t
N e
bðttÞviðtÞdt R tN ebðttÞviðtÞdt


Xni
j¼ 1
Kc

ri  rj

; (3)
where vi is dri/dt. The values a and b are the coefficients
describing the strength of the persistent force and the mem-
ory decay rate of polarization history, respectively (36,37).
The second term in Eq. 3 models forces that actively con-
tract the cell cortical layer, which can be modeled from a
contractile energy as
Ei;c ¼ 1
2
Xni
j¼ 1
Kc

ri  rj
2
; (4)
where Kc is the strength of cell contraction that minimizes
the length of the cell boundary. This energy term written
in terms of ri is different from previous models in which
the contraction energy is expressed as Ei,c ¼ DLim, with D
being a contractility constant and Li as the circumferential
length of the cell (38). However, they have similar effects
because
L2i ¼
	Xni
j¼ 1lj

2
is closely correlated withXni
j¼ 1

ri  rj
2
;
as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, Eq. 4 is closely related to the
previous model for m ¼ 2. It is worth noting that contractile
forces in eukaryotic cells are also under potential chemical
regulation through the Rho-ROCK signaling pathway (39).
Therefore, Kc is also, in principle, a function of time.
(Modeling the signaling pathway will not be discussed in
this article.) Here we treat Kc as a constant. The definition
of the active force given in Eq. 3 shows that the direction
of the active force does not follow exactly the velocity direc-Biophysical Journal 107(7) 1532–1541tion. This is slightly different from the definition in the par-
ticle model of Basan et al. (31), where the active force has a
tendency to align with the cell velocity direction.Connections with the persistent random
walk model
Here we show that Eq. 1 is a multicellular generalization of
the persistent random walk model (36,40,41). For a single
isolated cell, the passive force in Eq. 2 and the contractile
force modeled in Eq. 3 disappear. Only the persistent part
of Eq. 3 and the random force FR remain. In this case, for
the first term in Eq. 3, we can expand the velocity vector as
viðtÞ ¼ viðtÞ þ dvi=dtðt  tÞ þ Oðt  tÞ2:
For large b or short persistent memory, it is permissible to
drop higher order terms in t  t. We have
Fi;a ¼ aviðtÞ þ b dviðtÞ
dt
; (5)
where a and b are two new constants related to a and b. This
form of the persistent force, in the absence of neighboring
cells, is the so called persistent random walk model of cell
motility (36,42). Without neighboring cells, Fi,p ¼ 0 and
the active contraction term disappears. The equation of mo-
tion for a single motile cell becomes
h
dri
dt
¼ aviðtÞ þ b dviðtÞ
dt
þ FR (6)
ordvi
dt
¼ a0viðtÞ þ F0R: (7)
This model has been successfully used to describe single-
cell motility for a variety of tissue cell types (36,40,41).
Collective Cell Migration 1535Here we see that our model for the two-dimensional mono-
layer is nearly identical to the persistent random walk model
if only a single cell is considered. For the two-dimensional
layer, the only additional physics we introduce are passive
cell-cell mechanical interactions and active contractility.
Therefore, the coherent rotational motion observed in the
model does not require additional signaling or communica-
tion between cells. The motion can arise if every cell gener-
ates protrusive forces and persistent motion as it would in
isolation. Therefore, persistent motion plus cell-cell me-
chanical interaction can explain coherent cell rotations.
The persistent random walk model is also consistent
with what we know about cell polarization dynamics. The
polarization of the cell is correlated with the microtubule-
organizing center position with respect to the cell nucleus
(43). The cell nucleus undergoes random rotation, driven
by microtubule motors. Therefore, the cell generates active
protrusions in the direction of polarization, but the polariza-
tion undergoes slow diffusion. These molecular aspects sup-
port the persistent random walk model as a coarse-grained
model for understanding motility over scales of hours.Model setup
We scale the system by length scale
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A0
p
, timescale
h=ðKvA0Þ, and force scale KvA03/2. The preferred area (A0)
of each cell is set to be 1. Unless otherwise noted, the total
area of the substrate is set to be N  A0 in all simulations,
where N is the total number of cells in the system. In this
fashion, the preferred density of cells is fixed as 1. For cells
on fixed domains, cells cannot go beyond the boundary. For
the cells near the fixed boundary, their shapes are deter-
mined by both neighboring cells and boundary. At the
beginning of the simulation, cells are distributed randomly,
followed by an equilibration phase. Order parameters are
computed after the equilibration phase.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Clusters of two or three cells
Let us first consider simple configurations involving two or
three cells constrained to circular islands (Fig. 3, a and b)
(24,25). In our simulations, the interfaces between cells
are straight lines, as shown in Fig. 3, c and d. Fig. 3, e
and f, shows the trajectories of cells, which show consistent
rotational motion. The motion can be either clockwise or
counterclockwise, depending on initial conditions. We can
examine the robustness of the observed rotation as a func-
tion of model parameters.
As expected, the velocity autocorrelation function, defined
as CA(t) ¼ hv(t) , v(0)i/jv(0)j2, is oscillatory after the initial
phase (see Fig. 4 a), rather than the exponential or double-
exponential decays observed for the free movement of single
cells (e.g., HaCaT cells and Dictyostelium discoideum)(36,40,44). The emergence of robust circular cell rotation
can be captured by the order parameter g ¼ hv(t) , t(t)i/
jv(t)j, where t denotes the tangential unit vector of cells.
The value jgj approaching 1 implies full circular (clockwise
or anticlockwise) rotation and jgj approaching 0 corresponds
to cells migrating in a random manner. Because clockwise
and counterclockwise rotations occur with equal probability,
in the following, we take the tangential unit vector t to point
in the direction of cell rotation, so that we can treat clockwise
and counterclockwise rotation equally. Our simulations with
constant Kc show that after a short initial phase of stochastic
motility, cells migrate in a circular fashion when s(< a) is
small (Fig. 4 b and see Movie S1 and Movie S2 in the Sup-
portingMaterial). Increasing s destroys the coherent motion.
The phase diagrams of cell rotation are illustrated in Fig. 4, c
and d. Here, robust rotation is defined by the order para-
meter g. The rotation is robust when g > 0.8. In Fig. 4, we
computed 10 trajectories for each parameter combination
(a,s) to obtain the order parameter g. The plotted phase
boundary corresponds to (a,s), where jg – 0.8j < 0.001.
We find that the persistent force is the dominant factor
controlling rotational motion. The value b, which describes
the rate of decay of the polarization memory, strongly affects
the rotation frequency u. There exists a peak angular fre-
quency when the memory decay rate is increased, depending
on the random force (Fig. 4 e). There is also a regime where
u is insensitive to the random force, indicating robust rota-
tion. The angular frequency (u) is enhanced by increasing
the strength (a) of the persistent force, as shown in Fig. 4
f. During the rotation, a frictional torque (Tf ) arises due to
the friction between the cell monolayer and the substrate.
Tf can be defined as (26)
Tf ¼
Z R
0
2phsur
3dr ¼ phsR
4
2
u; (8)
where R is the radius of the substrate and hs is the friction
coefficient between the cell monolayer and its substrate.
When the system reaches a uniform rotation state, the cell
cluster rotates like a solid disk, and in this case the relative
movements between cells can be ignored. Therefore, the
active torque is balanced by Tf (26). For short memory,
i.e., large b, the direction of the persistent force approxi-
mately coincides with the tangent direction. In this case,
the active torque generated by each cell is given by ah,
where h is the distance from geometrical center of the island
(see the Supporting Material). For two cells, h ¼ 4R/(3p),
and for three cells, h ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ3p R=p. Hence,
az
phsR
4
2Nh
u; (9)
where N denotes the number of cells. This au relationship
is shown in Fig. 4 f, where the observed slope is consistent
with our predictions. This gives a simple estimate of the
total cell force when the persistent memory is short.Biophysical Journal 107(7) 1532–1541
a b
c d
e f
FIGURE 3 Two or three cells rotating on cir-
cular substrates. (a and b) Two and three bovine
capillary endothelial cells migrating on micro-
meter-scale extracellular matrix island coated
with a high-density of fibronectin (24,25). (c and
d) Simulations by using Dirichlet domains. (e and
f) Trajectory of cell migration. To see this figure
in color, go online.
1536 Li and SunLarge clusters
A cluster of many cells migrating on a confined substrate
also forms rotational patterns (Fig. 5 a). This phenomenon
can be reproduced by our model, as shown in Fig. 4, b
and c (and see Movie S3 and Movie S4). Fig. 5 d plots
the order parameter g and the velocity autocorrelation
function CA, which demonstrates that after initial random
motility, the cells arrive at a robust rotation state. Fig. 5 e
shows that the magnitude of velocity is proportional to the
distance from the substrate center, indicating that the sys-
tem rotates like a solid disk, as evidenced in experiments
(26). The slope of this proportional relationship is the
angular frequency of rotation, which correlates with the
persistent force. The coordinated rotation predicted here
is different from spirals seen in collective dynamics ofBiophysical Journal 107(7) 1532–1541polar gels and bacterial suspensions (45,46), where hydro-
dynamics play a significant role in the pattern formation.
A relationship similar to Eq. 9 is derived as a z 3/4 hs
A0Ru (see the Supporting Material for details). The veloc-
ity relationship between cells can be quantitatively des-
cribed by a spatial velocity correlation function (Fig. 5
f), which is defined as
Csðjr0jÞ ¼

Dvðrþ r0Þ ,DvðrÞ
jDvðrþ r0ÞjjDvðrÞj

; (10)
where Dv denotes the deviation of the velocity from the
mean velocity (21). It reveals that the correlation length
(the distance where Cs reaches 0) depends on the number
of cells in the system. Systems with more cells have longer
correlation lengths, consistent with previous experiments
a b c
d e f
FIGURE 4 Simulations of two and three cells rotating on circular substrates. (a) Autocorrelation function of cell velocity. (b) Robustness of cell rotation is
influenced by the polarization fluctuation s. (c and d) Phase diagrams of cell rotation for two and three cell systems, respectively. (e) The rotation frequency u
versus the persistent memory decay rate, b. There is an insensitive region (pink) in which the rotation does not depend on the variance of s. (f) Dependence of
u on the strength of persistent force a. For large b the relationship is linear, and the slope is explained by Eq. 9. To see this figure in color, go online.
Collective Cell Migration 1537(26). Fig. 5 g shows the area of cells in the monolayer sheet.
The cells expand ((Ai – A0)/A0 > 0) in the central region,
whereas they are compressed ((Ai – A0)/A0 < 0) near the
edge due to the confinement of the boundary, again consis-
tent with experiments (Fig. 5 a). Furthermore, we find that
the rotation frequency u is related to the cell number and
average density (Fig. 5 h). Here, the average density isba
ge f
c
FIGURE 5 Many cells migrating on circular substrates. (a) Experiment of M
lations of cell rotation with the cell number N ¼ 80 and N ¼ 200. (d) The or
(e) The absolute velocity as a function of the position radius (N ¼ 80). The slop
relation function of cell movement. (g) The area of cells with the position radius,
on the cell number under different average density r. (Symbol and line) Simulati
0.1, and s ¼ 0.002. To see this figure in color, go online.defined as r ¼ N/S, with S being the area of the substrate.
For a multicellular system, increasing cell density increases
the rotation frequency, also agreeing with experimental ob-
servations (26). When the persistent memory is short, the
linear au relationship can be recast as u ¼ kN1/2, where
k ¼ 4a ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃrpp =ð3hsA0Þ. This shows that a system with more
cells favors lower u.h
d
DCK cells rotating on a fibronectin-coated substrate (26). (b and c) Simu-
der parameter and autocorrelation function, where N ¼ 80 and a ¼ 0.03.
es of curves give the angular frequency of cell rotation. (f) The spatial cor-
where Ai is the actual area of cell. (h) The dependence of rotation frequency
on. (Dashed line) u ¼ kN1/2. In panels b–d and f–h, we take a ¼ 0.03, b ¼
Biophysical Journal 107(7) 1532–1541
1538 Li and SunFor even larger systems with many cells, our simulations
show that a larger persistent force is required to drive robust
rotation. If the persistent force is not sufficiently large, the
rotation center can deviate from the geometric center of
the substrate, as shown in Fig. 6 a. In this case, the rotation
center may execute eccentric motion. Some local rotational
patterns may appear, as demonstrated in previous expe-
riments (Fig. 6 b and see Movie S5) (26). This observation
indicates that the correlation length also depends on the
strength of the active persistent force. For substrates that
are larger than the correlation length, other hydrodynamics
modes can appear.Rotation driven by a portion of cells
We also find that one needs only a few cells with persistent
force to generate coherent rotation of all cells. A few cells
that persistently migrate while the rest of the colony do
not actively exert forces can still lead to coherent rotation
of the whole system, as shown in Fig. 7 and Movie S6. Sys-
tems with a smaller number of persistent cells require a
larger persistence force (a) to drive rotation. These observa-
tions are consistent with the idea that some cells within
epithelial sheets are so-called ‘‘leader’’ cells (5,47–49).
Migratory motion can arise from the action of leader cells.
We also found that persistent cells initially located at the
substrate rim are more effective in driving robust rotationRotation center
004 + tt
a
b
FIGURE 6 Eccentric rotation in a system with a large number of cells.
Coherent rotations are still observed; however, the rotation center is dy-
namic. (a) The rotation center moves throughout the cluster over time.
(b) Trajectories of two representative cells. The rotation shows higher order
structure, representative of additional modes in this system. To see this
figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 107(7) 1532–1541than those initially located at the center. This is because
cells at the rim exert a larger torque on the system.Influence of confined boundary on cell rotation
An interesting question is how substrate geometry can influ-
ence the coherent motion. We perform numerical experi-
ments where cells migrate on substrates with different
geometrical shapes. We introduce the shape factor f ¼
4pS/L2s, with Ls being the perimeter of the substrate. The
value f approaches 1 for a circular substrate and approaches
0 for a narrow, stripelike substrate. Results on elliptic sub-
strates with varying aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 8 a.
Note that in these simulations, we vary the substrate geom-
etry but the total number of cells is fixed, therefore the total
persistent force exerted by cells is a constant. We find that
the order parameter g is correlated with f: circular sub-
strates favor robust circular rotation (g > 0.8) whereas on
narrow or stripelike substrates (f < 0.8), cells prefer unidi-
rectional migration (21) or back-and-forth migration (insets
in Fig. 8 a). Cells can also collectively rotate on annulus
substrates and the width of the annulus plays a role in the
rotation frequency: larger width of the annulus is correlated
with increasing u (Fig. 8 b). However, for small H/R, our
simulations show that the averaged migration speed is
enhanced by the increased H/R. This is in contrast with ex-
periments in Vedula et al. (21), which showed an opposite
dependence. This disparity arises possibly from the varying
total number of cells in the experiments; or the presence of
a free edge in experiments, which can change the surface
tension; or possibly signaling-dependent force generation
in cells.
Collective rotation can also take place in a confined,
squared geometry (Fig. 8 c and see Movie S7) (15), but is
less likely on a narrow rectangular substrate. Again, this
confirms the important role of the aspect ratio in cell rota-
tion. Our results show that the rotation hinges on the
geometrical confinement. For a space without confinement,
robust cell rotation does not occur and cells prefer to
migrate unidirectionally, as shown in the squared system
with a periodic boundary (Fig. 8 d and see Movie S8).DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we demonstrated that a persistent random
walk model together with mechanical coupling can explain
coherent rotational motion in two-dimensional epithelial
monolayers. Cells propel themselves as they would in isola-
tion; additional chemical signaling between cells is not
necessary to explain rotation. Robust rotation depends on
the geometrical shapes of the substrates. In addition, mate-
rial properties of the substrates, and hence the mechanical
response of the substrates, may also play a role in this
collective cell migration (50,51). In our model, this is
manifested in the parameter h, which affects rotation and
a b
c d
FIGURE 7 Collective cell rotation driven by a
portion of cells with persistence force. Here,
colored cells can exert persistent force whereas
the remaining cells are passive. (a) Number of cells
with persistent force is M ¼ 20. The persistent
force magnitude is a ¼ 0.1. (b) M ¼ 10 and a ¼
0.15. (c) M ¼ 4 and a ¼ 0.25. (d) M ¼ 3 and
a ¼ 0.25. The total number of cells in the system
is N ¼ 50. In these simulations, we take b ¼ 0.1
and s ¼ 0.002. To see this figure in color, go
online.
Collective Cell Migration 1539migration speed. However, substrate properties may also
affect cell elasticity and the magnitude of active contraction
and adhesion. Therefore, further dissection of this problem
is required.R
H
a
b
c
dOur model retains simple geometric information of indi-
vidual cells in the cluster, therefore the model is able to cap-
ture mechanics of cells with reasonable detail. However, as
of this writing, our model does not allow for cells that areFIGURE 8 Collective cell migration on substrate
with varying geometries. (a) On elliptic substrate
with N ¼ 210. (b) On annulus substrate with fixed
N¼ 100, the rotation frequency u is positively corre-
lated with the width-radius ratio H/R. (c and d) On
squared substrate with fixed boundary and periodic
boundary (N ¼ 100), respectively. In all these simu-
lations, we take a¼ 0.03, b¼ 0.1, and s¼ 0.002. To
see this figure in color, go online.
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1540 Li and Sunnot geometrically convex. This limitation suggests that
some types of collectively motility, such as the ‘‘bursty’’
motions seen in highly deformed cancer cells, cannot be
easily captured within this model (52). Nevertheless, the
basic framework of the model remains valid. Moreover,
because we use the Dirichlet domains to describe the cell
shape, the cell monolayer covers the entire space without
leaving any gaps or overlaps. Therefore, this model is un-
able to examine cell-cell collisions, which may be another
mechanism that can orient and align cells during collective
migration in sparse monolayers (53,54)
Mechanical interactions and propulsive motion gener-
ating coherent rotations is not a new notion. For instance,
continuum models utilizing these features can also generate
rotary motions (19). However, our approach is unique in that
it allows for further investigation of the interplay between
cell signaling and collective motility. Within our frame-
work, cell signaling will change parameters such as Kc,
which describes the strength of contractility, and Ks, which
describes the strength of adhesions. As the biochemical state
of the cell changes, these parameters will change with time.
Therefore, quantitative studies on collective motility must
quantitatively distinguish passive versus active forces and
contributions from signaling changes in the cell. This pre-
sents a serious difficulty, inasmuch as measurable quantities
such as velocity correlation functions and detailed velocity
fields cannot easily disentangle these contributions. Further
experiments and modeling are needed to fully resolve these
issues.
Our model is an example of rotational pattern formation in
systems with a director field. Other examples include liquid
crystals (55), cytoskeletal systems (14), and flocking (14).
Along with these other topics, studies on actively propelled
cells will further our understanding on collective phenomena
prominent in diverse fields such as cell biology, tissue
morphogenesis, and even social organization processes.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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